
Dear Diane, 	 2/15/74  

Your letter of the 11th leaves no doubt' back in antiquity, when someone first used 
the phrase bloody but unbowed, he had you in mind. That long before yourtime. 

Especially your time in isolarion. 
Now I think you must be maligning that fine, southern chivalrous, kindly Texas 

gentleman Top Badge. I am sure the reason he threw you in the hole is not because you 
used naughty words to allegedly describe him. t is, rather, because you offended his 
sensibilities. 4, my, such language! If they had soap there :silted have a mouthful! 

Tsk, talc. 
Is it because your fellow 0) inmates also are such sensitive souls that they beat 

a way into your brains, fracturing that hard hear Did they come to the defense of good old 
Texas Gentlemanly honor? ur was it love for the ood Knight? You don't say why they, let 
you have it. 	4 

You also don t'say what it was that considerate gentleman did - or allegedly did-
that provoked all-that unladylike language? 

That Huey got religion, especially Zen, is news to me. last I heard he was living in 
some luxury. In a penthouse for security. Closer to heaven and better for seditation? 

Do they have a censor at Sam Houston University? Or were your writings sent there 
because they are compiling a dictionary of/the unprintable? Or maybe now the formerly 
unprintable? Do you think the Houston ladies are yet ready for the purple I see? 

If it seems that I have trouble separating fact from fantasy (which is often true) 
that is not full explanation of may befuddlement. In ;Art it is because with all those words, 
even those the epitome of ladilike expression 4few as they are!), I have no idea what has 
been laid on you other than a Naar of the national debt for bail. 

You musta started a hangnail epidemic among the longhorns. One something as bad. 

What I'm doing is a bit of the sane. Nothing new. Just much. 

But I do get sleepier easier. Like now. Can't keep eyes open. So, good night, 

Sincerely'  

Iarold Weisberg 

Can there be a bone she hasn't claim has been broken during the incarceration? 
°nly souething like the funnybone. 

I see no reason for avoidance of the charges, so I wonder if there can be an 
ellispis I did not get. 

Now Huey newton as a penpal? "e aintt the only one "farout sometimes." 
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